
Nat’s “I was a middle schooler in 2014” Trash Tossups

Tossups:

1. Certain mathematicians once referenced the naming of this substance as proof that the act of naming is essential to the
act of creation. In an episode of House M.D., Dr. Chase saves a young patient after realizing that she is allergic to this
substance. The Headless Horseman in the TV series Sleepy Hollow is weakened by this substance. In the film Sharkboy
and Lavagirl, Lavagirl must realize that she is not evil, she is this substance. The cave creatures in the Descent films are
blind, because they lack access to this substance. While it is never directly said in the films, the Star Wars franchise
often contrasts the Sith with the ‘side’ named for this substance. For ten points, name this substance, often considered
the opposite of dark. ANSWER: Light, (also accept sunlight, similar answers.)

2. Two of this band’s legal related pick-up lines are “I’m like a lawyer the way I’m always trying to get you off” and
“Anything you say can and will be held against you, so only say my name.” For one of their albums, this band created
eleven music videos all following a single storyline, and released them compiled as a short film starring rock legends
Tommy Lee, Courtney Love, and Elton John. That film was titled The Young Blood Chronicles. In 2021, this band
toured with Weezer and Greenday for the Hella Mega Tour. This band was featured in the Disney film Big Hero Six with
their single “Immortals.” For ten points, name this band whose members are Patrick Stump, Pete Wentz, Andy Hurley,
and Joe Trohman.  ANSWER: Fall Out Boy

3. Three of the prominent actors on the English voice cast for this game also guest-starred on the MTV series Teen Wolf.
A famous sequence in this game involves the protagonist dressing in drag to enter the headquarters of a crime boss.
Choosing to complete certain minigames will lead the player to two different versions of a cutscene, one version with
Tifa Lockhart, and the other with Aerith Gainsboro. Before this game, a 2005 movie was released based on the same
source material. That movie was subtitled “Advent Children.”  The original version of this game was released in 1997
as part of an ongoing series. For then points, what 2020 Square Enix game centers around Cloud Strife in the city of
midgar.   ANSWER: Final Fantasy VII Remake.

4. The director of The Poltergeist, Tobe Hooper, also directed an adaptation of one of this Author’s short stories about a
possessed laundry folding machine known as “The Mangler.” This Author will often reference the state of Maine in his
works, due to his residence in the city of Bangor. This Author wrote some of his earlier works, including The Long
Walk and The Running Man under the pseudonym Richard Bachman. This Author has collaborated with his sons, Joe
and Owen, on works such as In the Tall Grass and Bazaar of Bad Dreams. This Author’s quadruplet of novellas
“Different Seasons” has spawned three film adaptations: Apt Pupil, Stand By Me, and The Shawshank Redemption. For
10 points, name this author of The Shining, It, and Pet Sematary. ANSWER: Stephen King

5. This film is often cited for its long, uncut action sequence through a hallway. That sequence inspired a similar shot of a
fight through a bus in the film Shang-Chi and the legend of the Ten Rings. In 2013, Spike Lee directed a remake of this
film starring Josh Brolin, Samuel L. Jackson, and Elizabeth Olsen. This film is based on the Japanese Manga of the
same name. In this film, a man imprisoned in a single room is mysteriously released after fifteen years. The infamous
plot twist of this film is that the love interest of the protagonist is revealed to be his own daughter. For 10 points, name
this Korean psychological action thriller directed by Park-Chan Wook. ANSWER; Oldboy

6. The color palette of this game is primarily black and beige and appears cel shaded, except for the cutscene at the very
end, which takes place in a suburban home. The setting of this game is an abandoned animation studio office infested
with nightmare creatures. That fictional animation studio produced a cartoon with characters Alice Angel and Boris the
wolf. The titular character of that fictional cartoon is also in the title of this game. Enemies in this game include sentient
ink puddles known as “the searchers” as well as former animators whose bodies have been consumed by ink. For ten



points, name this survival horror game about Joey Drew Studios and a machine that produces living creatures out of ink.
ANSWER: Bendy And the Ink Machine

7. The cover of this album includes two young tea-ball players, one in a blue jersey and one in a red jersey, mirroring the
tilted red and blue bars in the band’s logo. This album was never officially released after being tied up in a rights issue,
and can only be streamed from dubious youtube accounts. This album includes alternate versions of songs on another
album, Vessel, by the same band. New songs in this album include “Kitchen Sink,” “Glowing Eyes,” and “The Forest,”
and is the source for the audio, “Nobody thinks what I think.” For ten points, name this unofficial Twenty-One Pilots
album. ANSWER: Regional at Best by Twenty-one Pilots.

8. In this novel,  Francis Dolarhyde develops film for a home video company and massacres families who sent their films
to that company. The title of this novel is a reference to a William Blake painting of a great beast and a “women clothed
in sun.” This novel follows former FBI agent Will Graham as he works with Jack Crawford to hunt down a killer known
as “The Tooth Fairy,” who later demands to be referred to by a different name. This novel was adapted into a film in
2002 starring Edward Norton, and later in the final season of the series Hannibal. For ten points, name this predecessor
to Silence of the Lambs by Thomas Harris. ANSWER: Red Dragon.

9. In one episode of this series, a major character has his intestines eaten by a giant can. In that same episode, the show
breaks the fourth wall when that character knocks over a camera and exposes an open set. The first episode of this series
popularized a song about creativity and showed a human heart smeared in glitter. This series combines mediums of
computer generated animation, stop motion, puppeteering, and some live action elements. In 2018, the youtube channel
that produces this series posted a teaser with the tagline “Wakey Wakey,” however, this supposed sequel has never been
released. For ten points, name this youtube series starring a yellow puppet, a red figure, and a duck. ANSWER: Don’t
Hug Me, I’m Scared.

10. The final shot of this film shows the protagonist looking into the camera as a single tear rolls down his cheek. Midway
through this film, the character Wallace Brighton stops speaking, and is referred to in the script from that point forward
as the “Wallace-rus.” This film includes a brief cameo of Johnny Depp as the french detective Guy LaPointe. The
original pitch for this film was done on an episode of a podcast, and, appropriately, Haley Joel Osment and Justin Long
star in this film as two podcasters.The inspiration for this film was a fake craigslist ad looking for a roommate who
would impersonate a walrus. For ten points, name this Kevin Smith film starring Michael Parks as the serial killer
Howard Howe, who sews his victims into a walrus suit made of human flesh. ANSWER: Tusk.

11. In the film Guardians of the Galaxy, a song by this artist can be heard as the guardian’s ship approaches the mining
colony of Knowhere. This artist was also featured in a film where his song plays over a montage that cuts between Mark
Watney on Mars and the efforts of Nasa on Earth. In 2006, this artist worked with Christopher Nolan on the film The
Prestige, where he played Nikola Tesla.  Jim Henson of Muppets fame also worked with this artist on the film The
Labyrinth. In 2022, this artist was prominently featured in the trailer for the upcoming Pixar film Lightyear. For ten
points, name this artist of Starman, Moonage Daydream, and Space Oddity. ANSWER: David Bowie.

12. In 2020, Elisabeth Moss starred in a mystery thriller film about this author. In one novel by this author, Merricat
Blackwood poisons her family with arsenic after her father rapes her older sister, Constance. In another novel by this
author, Elanor, Theodora, and Luke join Doctor Montague at a house where he hopes to find evidence of the
supernatural.  A short story by this author ends with Mrs. Hutchinson screaming, “"It isn't fair, it isn't right.” For ten
points, name this author of We have Always lived in the Castle, The Haunting of Hill House, and The Lottery.
ANSWER: Shirley Jackson



13. One film starring this actor follows a former chef named Robin Feld on a mission to recover his kidnapped truffle pig.
In another film, this actor plays a janitor who battles sentient animatronics. John Travolta and this actor star in a film
where they swap characters halfway through using an experimental face removal procedure. This actor won an oscar for
his performance as a man trying to drink himself to death in Las Vegas. In 2022, this actor will play himself opposite
Pedro Pascal in “The unbearable Weight of Massive Talent.” For ten points, name this actor of The Rock, Con-Air, and
National Treasure. ANSWER: Nicholas Cage

14. One song on this album has the lyrics: “Eating peanut butter and jelly fishes on toast/ And if I get stung, I get stoked.”
A Twenty-one Pilots single on this album has over one billion views on youtube, and is played over the credits of its
accompanying film. This album includes a combination of original releases and older songs such as “Without Me” by
Eminem and “Fortunate Son” by the Creedence Clearwater Revival. The music video for the song “Purple
Lamborghini” on this album features Jared Leto as the Joker. For Ten Points, name this album made for a 2016 DC film
featuring Margot Robbie as Harley Quinn and Will Smith as Deadshot. ANSWER: Suicide Squad: The Album

15. “Do not look at the moon” and “Take the fastest available route” are two messages from unknown sources in this series.
This series includes a broadcast from the U.S. Department for the Preservation of American Dignity which is later
revealed to be a hoax. That broadcast on this series included instructions for a mass suicide. An animated episode of this
series titled “Show for Children” features a skeleton man peering into an open grave. This series utilizes static, fritzes,
and other mimics of analog mediums for its horror effect. For ten points, name this youtube anthology series about an
eerie late night news channel. ANSWER: LOCAL 58.

16. An entire episode of one series was dedicated to a fly killed by this character. This character refuses to leave in a van
that “looked like a kidney bean” because of a ricin cigarette that he believes poisoned a child named Brock. Six years
after the finale of that series, this character was revisited in a Netflix film. This character notably changes his hair style
in the fourth season of that series to a buzzed cut, more similar to the iconic bald head of his former chemistry teacher.
This character was forced to cook meth for a gang of Neo Nazis after they murdered his love interest, Andrea. For ten
points, name this character played by Aaron Paul on the TV Series Breaking Bad. ANSWER: Jesse Pinkman

17. This artist used audio samples from Jennifer’s Body and Eternal Sunshine of a Spotless Mind in her songs “Killing
Boys” and “Ashley.” This artist made a music video starring Tyler Posey for a song with the lyrics “You were red, and
you liked me, because I was blue.” The title of the album “Manic” by this artist is thought to be a reference to her
struggles with bi-polar depression. This artist collaborated with director Collin Tilley on her visual album If I Can’t
Have Love, I Want Power. This artist’s voice acting career includes Sing 2 and Teen Titan’s Go to the movies. For ten
points, name this artist of “Without Me” and “Bad at Love,” also featured on “Closer” by the Chainsmokers. ANSWER:
Halsey (Also accept Ashley Frangipane)

18. The protagonist of this series grows up in Prentisstown, a all-male human colony on a new planet. The native species of
that planet in this series is derogatorily referred to as “The Spackle.” The title of this series comes from a quote about
The Noise, a force which projects the thoughts of only men into open air, causing them to wage war against the women
who are unaffected by it. In 2021, Lionsgate released a film based on this series starring Mads Mikkelson, Nick Jonas,
Tom Holland and Daisy Ridley. This trilogy of science fiction novels includes The Knife of Never Letting Go, The Ask
and the Answer, and Monsters of Men. For ten points, name this YA series by Patrick Ness about Todd Hewitt and Viola.
ANSWER: Chaos Walking

19. In a flashback in this graphic novel, the panels are colored in black and white with the notable exception of the cocktail
shrimp, whose sharp red foreshadows the fate of the character featured on this graphic novel’s famous cover art. The
claim of that character in this graphic novel is “All it takes is one bad day to reduce the sanest man alive to lunacy.”
This graphic novel was adapted into a rated R animated film whose voice cast included Kevin Conroy and Mark Hamill.



The writer of this graphic novel also wrote The Watchman and V for Vendetta. That writer was Alan moore. For ten
points, name this graphic novel where the Joker attempts to drive Commissioner Gordon insane. ANSWER: The
Killing Joke

20. In 2022, an audio from this game was circulated on the video sharing site Tik Tok, Parodied variations on that audio
from this game include substitutions of “I’m a material girl” and “How am I supposed to live, laugh, love in these
conditions” for the original dialogue. The original dialogue from this game is “Officer Venessa, I do not know how I got
here.”   In this game, playing through after upgrading the eyes of a certain character allows the player to see and collect
hidden CDs. This game follows “Glamrock '' versions of animatronics.  In earlier games from the same franchise, those
animatronics were possessed by the spirits of children murdered by William Afton.  For ten points, name this game set
in the Freddy Fazbear’s Mega Pizza Plex. ANSWER: Five Nights at Freddy’s: Security Breach


